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INTEGRATION THROUGH SPORT
Dear friends and supporters of Fritz Henkel Stiftung,

Which of us hasn't been to a sports club at some point? Or has accompanied
excited and nervous children to their first tournament? Who doesn't remember
(more or less) wistfully the smell in the changing rooms at school before going
to the gym or the sports field?
Sport is healthy, and maintaining health is a particular need of our time. The
promotion of exercise is extremely important for the healthy development of
adolescents. Of course, many sports activities primarily serve the purpose of
providing physical enjoyment. But team sports also hold the chance to change
lives and unite people in a common objective. Sports programs encourage intercultural cooperation and extend the individual abilities of all participants.
The application and acceptance of fair rules and the promotion of team spirit
provide a sound basis for respectful interaction with others, thus serving to
strengthen our society.
The enthusiasm for club sports remains high among young and old alike. But in
order for as many people as possible to have access to sporting activities, committed facilitators and financial support are needed. Read some inspiring stories in this issue and get to know new sports.
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VOLUNTEER DAY DEC. 5

HARNESSING HORSEPOWER FOR GOOD
In August, the annual Henkel Race Day took place, with Fritz Henkel Stiftung
once again participating with its "Can Tossing" fundraiser. A total of €30,000
was collected for educational projects at the stall. The total was halved, with
€15,000 going to KID-Hilfe for child victims of violence in Düsseldorf and
€15,000 to Climb learning holidays for children and young adults.

PHOTO COMPETITION
ENTRY DEADLINE (OCT. 19)

SPECIAL OLYMPICS KIEL 2018
SPECIAL
OLYMPICS
GERMANY
We have been supporting this
sporting movement for the mentally challenged since 2014

156
Henkel volunteers
19
sport disciplines
and competitions
13,800
athletes and
unified partners
Further information on our social
commitment
can be found here or at
www.fritz-henkel-stiftung.de
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For the third time – this year in Kiel –
Henkel and Fritz Henkel Stiftung supported Germany’s Special Olympics
with a phalanx of volunteers. Around
40 employees from seven Henkel sites
all traveled to Kiel in the north of Germany to help.
"Strong Together" is the motto of the
Special Olympics, because the focus
here is not on winning, but on teamwork. Around 4,600 people with mental and multiple disabilities competed
in 19 disciplines, all epitomizing this
credo .

The team of helpers were again at the
boccia arena, where they picked up the
athletes, took them to the right court
and, supporting the referees, managed
the course of each match – a great experience for everyone involved.

ARTISTIC GYMNASTS
The artistic gymnasts and sports acrobats of Düsseldorf show just how diverse
sport can be. Gymnastics tones the body and strengthens muscles holistically,
leads to a good overall posture and trains participants to work with discipline to
achieve their goals. Boys and girls, young and old, are able to develop a precise
knowledge of their bodies. With elements from floor gymnastics, movement
arts and dance, couples and groups practice choreographies worthy of world
champions. People from various nations are united by this sport, enveloped by
an impressive, inclusive team spirit. There are two clubs for artistic gymnasts in
the immediate vicinity of Henkel in Düsseldorf that are regularly supported by
Fritz Henkel Stiftung.
The ambitious Kunstturnleistungszentrum is the gymnastics talent school of
the state of NRW’s elite sport coaching federation. This offers women and girls
from the age of 4 professional support as they aim to reach the very highest
echelons in their sport. Similarly, the LZSA is a modern sports club with a long
tradition and has already achieved many international successes with its teams.

HANDBALL – SVH HEISSEN’S SUCCESS STORY
In November 2013, a "handball kindergarten" was set up by the club SVH
Heissen to revitalize youth handball and expand the sports facilities offered by
its home city of Mülheim an der Ruhr. The first training sessions were attended
by around 25 delighted four- to six-year-old boys and girls who had fun doing
drills with and without the ball. In the course of 2014, the number of kids participating rose to 60. In mid-2015, the city awarded the Sports Promotion Prize
of the Lions Club Mülheim in recognition of this successful sport development
concept. The club has seen its youth department continue to grow year on year;
today it is represented by eight youth teams in the Rhein-Ruhr handball league,
among them two all-girl teams. The handball kindergarten was supported by
the MIT initiative in the purchase of team hoodies, inflatable goals (so-called
iGoals) and in holding a number of handball and other training camps.

TCHOUKBALL
Tchoukball is a ball sport involving two teams of 5-7 players.
The aim of the game is to throw a handball-like ball onto the
bouncing surface of a goal called a "frame" in such a way that
the opposing team cannot catch the rebound. The word
"tchouk" is derived from the sound of the ball when it hits the
trampoline-like frame. Tchoukball is a team sport in which
observation, constant attention, anticipation and intelligence
are just as important as athletic skills. It relies on good teamwork, because you can only win the game with everyone engaging. Since no player may hinder the other, children and adults
of both sexes can all play together. Acting as a sponsor for the
first time in this domain, the MIT Initiative supported Hassel's
Gymnastics Federation in organizing the German Tchoukball
Championships, which took place in Düsseldorf-Benrath from
September 21 to 23, 2018.

"Cultural differences and language barriers play no role in sport. Team spirit and fair
play are the only things that count here, making sport the perfect integrator!"
- Thomas Geisel, Mayor of the City of Düsseldorf -

KICKWINKEL SOCCER TOURNAMENT 2018
Competing again in this year's
Kickwinkel soccer tournament held
in Düsseldorf on September 8,
2018, the ERGO Sports team defied
the odds by successfully defending
the title they won last year.
"Kickwinkel" is an initiative of the
Düsseldorf-based nonprofit organization Jonges, Fritz Henkel
Stiftung, insurance group ARAG
SE, the communications agency
Kunst & Kollegen, and insurers
ERGO. Their joint purpose is to
provide regular weekly football
training to unaccompanied young
refugees.
The first whistle heralds 90
minutes of fun doing what for other
children is a normal leisure activity; 90 minutes of not having to
think about past experiences. In a
nutshell, the KICKWINKEL project
offers a football camp for young,
unaccompanied and vulnerable
refugees in Düsseldorf. Groups of
immigrants such as these need
special support and present our

society with some significant challenges.
At this eight-team tournament, the
Henkel team took an outstanding
second place in the Sportpark Niederheid, demonstrating sporting
achievement mixed with a large
dose of social empathy, not only
through their efforts on the field,
but also by providing excellent vocal support from the sidelines.
Held at the grounds of local soccer
club SFD’75, this was once again a
super soccer afternoon capped off
by an award ceremony with the
trophies presented by the Mayor of
Düsseldorf, Thomas Geisel. And
the highlights just kept on coming,
with visitors and participants alike
being treated to the delights of a
special on-site catering service in
the form of the Henkel Food Truck.
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THE FOUNDATION
Fritz Henkel Stiftung focuses on
the following core areas:
• Education
• Equality of opportunity
• Projects that address social
need

As a funding foundation, we do
not always develop projects our-

LOOKING AHEAD
Mother and child health center in Nepal
A special anniversary donation of 50,000 euros was allocated to mark "20 years
of the MIT initiative", with Susanne Volkmann's MIT project winning the prize
to set up the mother and child health center in the Nepalese village of Namjung.
The center will be equipped with a birthing room providing extra safety for
mothers in labor. The laying of the foundation stone is due to take place in midOctober.

selves. However, we do initiate
activities and get involved in their

International Volunteer Day – December 5, 2018

management long-term. Together

International Volunteer Day is an annual commemoration and campaign event
held on 5 December to recognize and promote volunteering work. Appropriately, the date has also been chosen to announce the winners of the current MIT
photo competition.

with our partners, we endeavor to
make a contribution to improving
people's lives. In all our activities,
we are committed to ensuring
international, effective and transparent project development.

Christmas campaign across Henkel’s sites in Germany
Henkel employees will once again have the opportunity to do good at Christmas. With a simple vote, they will be able to choose one of three projects the
Fritz Henkel Stiftung will then support financially during the festive season. We
think you’ll like the shortlist ...
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